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Fulﬁll Iineup !!

waste water treatment plant!

YD-600GYP

MODEL CHANGE
Pump: Stainless body
The model name is changed
from YD-602GYP to YD-600GYP.

GYROSKIMMER, which is imaged a gyrocompass, always keep horizontal on the
water surface and collect surface oil.
GYROSKIMMER was named after a gyrocompass. A gyrocompass needs to keep
horizontal in order to point the right direction, so it was designed to keep holizontal
even it tilted in any angle by gyroscope. Although an oil skimmer also needs to keep
holizontal to the water surface to collect it properly, the typical skimmer can not hold
horizontal because of the unstable waves. To solve this problem, we invented a
“Double ﬂoat structure” (world patented) to keep the skimmer horizontal to the water
surface even the unstable waves hit it. That is why the movement of double ﬂoat is
overlapped with a gyrocompass, and named GYROSKIMMER.

You can select the ﬂoating pump
for the desired ability.

Structure, Conﬁguration, Speciﬁcation, Demension

Surﬁcial oil is usually widespread and not very thick.
When collecting surﬁcial oil, “How to reduce excess water
and raise the eﬃciency of oil collection” is of utmost importance
in the design of Skimmer.
Our internationally patented Double Float structure makes
the skimmer ﬂow the ﬂuctuation of waves smoothly and collect
surﬁcial oil continuously.

Floating skimmer with a submersible pump

<Sample picture>
The above shows the hopper whic is not shown
usually by the gate ring is displaced upward.

Main ﬂoat / Gate ﬂoat : PE plastic molded part (exclusive)
Discharge hose

Cabtyer cable: Material change is available. : Standard “VCT” to “2PNCT is available.

If the hose would like to be extended, please let us know the deired hose length.
Discharge outlet
Discharge hose

Anti-dust fence (PP) is available all-around GYROSKIMMER.
Guide ring is attachable at three position around the main ﬂoat to ﬁx the skimmer.
* The contents are subject to change without notice due to product improvement.

water ﬂow part between ﬂoats is narrowed.
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Separator “FO” series

Special type

Suitable for GYROSKIMMER

Heavy duty type
Use

Feature

Separator FO

1. To collect / transfer ﬂoating oil with cutting powder in a centralized coolant tank.

It is enable to be used in combination with GYROSKIMMER.

2. To collect / transfer ﬂoating oil with mud and sand at the polluted soil improved ﬁeld.

There are two types of separator, small YD-200FO and large YD-400FO.

1. The combination of SiC double mechanical seal and FC pump is suitable to collect oil with slurry.

Model
Spec.

Head 4m x 40L/min.

Power

3phase 200V 50/60Hz 2pole 0.25kW

Material

Submersible pump : Made of FC with 6m cabel
Float : Made of PE with AC frame

Dim.

Φ800 x 718H

Weight

Approx. 22kg

Feature
1. Start-and stop of GYROSKIMMER is possible to be operated by the control
panel of the separator “FO” built in an inverter.
2. Two inverters are bult in the control panel for GYROSKIMMER and the scraper.
3. It is possible to collect easy bubbling liquid and improve oil separation by
GYROSKIMMER controlled by an inverter.
4. The control by the inverter makes the scraper in the separator adjust to
the suitable for oil viscosity.

Scraper

Separator

Bore

Flow

Discharge hose Φ38mm
Oil drain port

Oily water

Power supply box

Thick oil

YD-810GYP
Treated water

GYROSKIMMER

High head type
Use

Mount

Collected
oil

1. The layout of the power supply box and oil drain port is
diﬀerent from the actual equipment.
Please refer to the assembly outline drawing for
the system.

1. To collect / transfer ﬂoating oil in a deep pit which is unable to self-prime liquid.
Pit

2. To collect / transfer ﬂoating oil with much slurry in a deep pit like a scale pit.

2. The tank to receive collected oil is not provided.

200FO

Feature

1. The performance is that the head is 15m & the capacity is 100L/min. (The highest level in the industry)

Speciﬁcation

2. The combination of SiC double mechanical seal and FC pump is suitable to collect oil with slurry.
Model
Spec.

Head 15m x 100L/min.

Power

3phase 200V 50/60Hz 2pole 1.5kW

Material
Dim.
Weight
Bore

YD-1600PS-T

(High head)

Submersible pump : Made of FC with 6m cabel
Float : Made of PP with SUS304 frame
Φ1600 x 1002H

Model
Matching model
Structure
Capacity
Outline dimension
Material
Weight
Paint

Approx. 75kg
Discharge hose Φ50mm

Bore

Scraper
Control panel
Accessary

YD-800/1000/1200GYP series

YD-600GYP series

The diﬀerence in speciﬁc gravity separation (FO) with scraper for thick oil
Approx. 390L

Approx. 200L

1285 x 944 x 1742H (incl. Mount)

1046 x 810 x 1642H (incl. Mount)
Made of SS
Approx. 155kg (Full water: Approx. 350kg)

Approx. 225kg (Full water: Approx. 620kg)

Epoxy coating (Color: Munsell 2.5GB5/8 approximate color)
Filling port: Φ25 hose connection

Filling port: Φ38 hose connection

Water drain port: Φ38 hose connection

Water drain port: Φ65 hose connection

Oil drain port: Φ50 hose connection

Oil drain port: Φ65 hose connection

Drain port: Φ38 hose connection

Drain port: Φ50 hose connection

Water-proof geared motor (Rotating speed is eable to change by the inverter contro..)
3phase 200V 40W Water-proof geared motor

3phase 200V 60W Water-proof geared motor

Made of SS, Outdoor type: External: Power indicator (White)
Internal: Ground-fault interrupter, Inverter x 2 (Pump/Scraper), Terminal block
Water drain hose 3m, Oil drain hose 1m (with hose bands)

* The catalogue contents are subject to change without notice due to product improvement.

* Special pump made of SUS is available.

